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THE NEW EXEDRA NICE HOTEL WELLNESS CENTRE IN NICE
DESIGN BY SIMONE MICHELI FOR BOSCOLO HOTELS

Extreme sensoriality

Interior design Project: Arch. Simone Micheli
Lighting Project: Arch. Simone Micheli 
Client: Boscolo Hotels
End of works: 2008
Place: Exedra Nice Hotel – Nice
Sqm: 700
Photos: Jürgen Eheim

Inside the famous Hotel Exedra Nice in Nice, property of Boscolo Hotels, in the basement 
ground rises the amazing wellness centre, signed by the architect Simone Micheli. “Planning 
a space designed for the psycho-physical regeneration and recreational relax, in the beautiful 
Costa Azzurra, means to converse with the existing historical background through the creation 
of emotional and anti-mimetic places connected to our contemporaneity, seduced by the will to 
exalt the senses of the guests through a project with strong and exciting features that develop 
into sinestesya. A new step towards the future according to my architectural belief and my con-
tent and formal benchmarks, for excellent dreams and realizations” (Simone Micheli). It’s about 
an iper-contemporary work, with a so strong expressive point of view so strong to become an 
iconical reference for the future of wellness centers in the world, able to involve users in a 3D 
pluri-sensorial dimension never seen before. From this conceptual forewords was born the new 
wellness centre of Exedra Nice Hotel. It is a 3D expression of the possible and wanted union 
between architecture, sensations and wellness, from the synergy between basic and very func-
tional furnishings, plastic and fluid forms, and the guest’s private experience that goes through 
this space, inside a wonderful dream that aims to the unreal. It is a sinestetic, visual, concep-
tual and volumetric reflection, that means to describe a path for the celebration of the relation-
ship between man, built up space and wellness, between theoretical dimensions and composed 
truth, between matter, surfaces, light, colour, sound, fragrance and water.An interactive place, 
hybrid, unusual and emotional, characterized by a reception zone, distribution paths, man and 
woman locker rooms, fitness area, treatment cabins, wet zone with steam bath, steam bath, 
showers, ice-maker and relax zone, and a swimming pool with multiples water plays.
Everything is designed to include and cherish the guest in this dream: a new wellness center 
able to live even independently from the hotel. The walls are covered with fluid plastics and 
dynamic surfaces realized in expanded polyurethane and finished with plaster and shiny white 
resin, wisely set against rigorous mirror wall coverings and frosted mirror. In this way it creates 
a white curtain that dresses all the walls with a curvy and organic flow, and a play of lights and 
shadows that this surfaces projects on theirselves (thanks to the point sourced lighting on the 
ceiling) that de-materializes and transpose the stereotyped image of the box-space in a sce-
nography thick of emotions. 
We cross this spaces walking on a rough flooring in natural Prun stone, and set against the 
plasticity of everything that’s around us we can find the clean and essential furnishings and the 
ceiling coloured by the hole in the ceiling. Fluid shop-windows for cosmetics, internally painted 
blue, emerge quite naturally from the shaped walls and from the ground, lighted with white 
1W led spotlights, and as a mighty white tree/sculpture erects almost casually into the defined 
spaces. In the center of the intervention is located the reception zone, with access form the 
hall, from the room’s floor and form the outside, a plastic desk completely varnished shiny 
white that contains and isolate the zone dedicated to work and welcome. Alongside of the re-
ception zone there are in one side the fitness zone, characterized by the winding movement of 
the white walls and mirrors that hide big LCD screens, button, images and colours, and on the 
other side the direct access to the locker rooms, marked by the paving stones in natural Prun, 
that cover both floorings and walls behind the showers, by a coloured false ceiling and by solid 
surface furnishings white or varnished shiny white. Going on in this sensorial path curvy and 
harmonic shapes transpose themselves in a fluid covering “curtain effect”, realized in expanded 
polyurethane and finished with plaster and shiny white resin, that characterizes the corridors 



and all the wellness area. Then we arrive at the body treatment rooms, equipped with basin in 
solid surface white and showers at the floor level, internally and externally covered in frosted 
mirror with sliding doors and coloured ceiling, painted by ceiling hole backlit with white hot 
neon lights that create reflected plays of light. This space is completed by a wide double cabin 
for couple treatments with a long bathtub in white solid surface. Going on we can find the wet 
zone of the center: steam bath, steam bath, aromatic showers, vichy showers, ice maker, 
cold and hot waters, that offer the customer a deep dive in a dimension that allows to relax 
in a dreaming and unreal atmosphere. A huge glazing panel marked by big doors separate 
and divide the sauna, completely covered by cedar battens, and the steam bath, treated with 
shiny and glittered varnish, from the other showers of the center. The flooring in natural stone 
and the coloured ceilings characterizes also the relax zone with the charming and comfortable 
chaise lounge. In the end emerges the extraordinary space of the pool-whirpool bath with its 
covering in glassed mosaic tiles colour silver/mirror that wraps the wall covering generating a 
fluid fragment of sky, thanks to the thin and punctual blue luminescence of the built-in leds and 
to the continuous reflections of the water on the move. The pool, dominated by the big idealized 
tree, from which branch comes out a strong massaging throw of water, presents a long lateral 
seat with whirlpool bath, covered with a silver glassed mosaic, and inside rise several effects 
and water plays. Scenographic waterfalls come down from a huge intense blue metallic portal, 
that marks the main entrance to the pool, from a wide disc in shiny stainless steel put on the 
ceiling and from the big wall showers backlit with blue light, making unique and exclusive this 
spectacular wellness path into the water. Is a total planning characterized by an endless emo-
tional research: the spaces are treated like fragments of architecture with the sharp statement 
of a seductive theatrality that interacts with all the sensorial faculties. It’s a place imagined to 
suggest and stimulate every spatial chip, thought to generate multiple interactions and sensual 
combinations. The new wellness center of the Hotel Exedra Nice, designed by the architect 
Simone Micheli, offer to its guests the chance to relax and live sensorial experiences in a dream 
become reality, unique, spectacular, destabilizing, giving them a dimension of stupefying sur-
prises and emotive exaltations. 
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DETAILS:

AXIA Bath Collection 
Baths into the cabins (Design by Simone Micheli)

EDILSTILNOVA
Finish construction, marble and mosaics (Design by Simone Micheli)

GRAZI CRISTALLI
Glasses and mirrors (Design by Simone Micheli)

LEMI
Cots in the treatment cabins (Design by Simone Micheli)

MIOBLU SPECIAL WELLNESS
Curtain walls and mouving, swimming pool water plays, steam bath, sauna, emotional showers, 
sculpture trees (Design by Simone Micheli)

MODULAR
Wellness interior decorations, mirror walls, treatment cabins (Design by Simone Micheli)

SAMSUNG – STARON
Furnishings and bath of treatment cabin is realized in staron - solid surface

SCHÖNHUBER FRANCHI
“Hug” relax cots in weaved Jalan and cushions in white skay (Design by Simone Micheli)

SIMAS ACQUA SPACE
Frozen sanitary

ST RUBINETTERIE
Faucets and chrome items

2B DI BASSI
Electrical system



THE REALIZED COMPANIES OF THE WORK ARE:

AXIA Bath Collection
EDILSTILNOVA
GRAZI CRISTALLI
LEMI 
MIOBLU SPECIAL WELLNESS
MODULAR
SAMSUNG-STARON
SCHÖNHUBER FRANCHI 
SIMAS ACQUA SPACE 
ST Rubinetterie
2B di Bassi

COMPANIES DETAILS AND CONTACTS:

AXIA Bath Collection  
To approach the philosophy of your well-being and desiring this from our bathrooms is our mis-
sion. We want this to continue in the area of the contract design.
Specialized in the bath furnishings for retail and for specific contract design projects.
Via del Credito, 18
31033 Castelfranco Veneto (TV) – Italy
Tel. +39 0423 496222
Fax +39 0423 743733
axia@axiabath.it
www.axiabath.it

EDILSTILNOVA
Flooring-coverings, parquet-klinker-terra cotta-stones-marble-granite. Plumbing and bath fur-
niture.
Via Borgo Olcese, 12
25040 Cividate Camuno (BS) - Italy
Tel. +39 0364 34433
Fax.+39 0364 341057
edilstilnova@g3informatica.it

GRAZI CRISTALLI
Custom-made crystal glass solutions.
Via Emilia Est, 2207
41018 San Cesario sul Panaro (MO) - Italy
Tel. +39 059 938121
Fax +39 059 938099
grazi@grazicristalli.com
www.grazicristalli.com

LEMI
Leader in the European and international Spa Business: high technology couches and chairs 
made with innovative design. Made in Italy quality.
Brusaferri & C. Srl
Strada Provinciale 6
26011 Casalbuttano (CR) - Italy
Tel. +39 0374 363068
Fax +39 0374 363071
info@lemi.it
www.lemi.it

MIOBLU SPECIAL WELLNESS
Mioblu Special Wellness, design and build up wellness centre, day-spa and pools utilizing exclu-
sively material, technologies and special solutions.
Via Salieri,7
40024 Castel San Pietro Terme (BO) - Italy
Tel. + 39 051 948758
Fax + 39 051 941442
info@mioblu.it
www.mioblu.it



MODULAR
Specilized in Contract department-big projects where Modular provides planning and accom-
plishment of special furnishing or current models furnishing with high quality standard and 
design. Public places and residential villas.
Via Molise, 23
40060 Osteria Grande (BO) - Italy
Tel. +39 051 6941927
Fax +39 051 945853
info@domodinamica.com
www.domodinamica.com

SAMSUNG-STARON
Staron is the Samsung “Solid Surface”, 100% acrylic. Extraordinary and resistant, but extreme-
ly flexible and hygienic at the same time. It is pleasant to the touch and thermoformable.
Hauser Italia
Via industria, 122
61100 Pesaro (PU) - Italy
Tel.  +39 0721 910392
Fax  +39 0721 489617
info@hauseritalia.com
info@staron.it
www.staron.it

SCHÖNHUBER FRANCHI 
Schönhuber Franchi creates outdoor and indoor furnishing which can bring out any kind of am-
bient, both classic and modern ones, by giving life to cosy, intimate and very elegant spaces.
Via Bruno Buozzi, 10
39100 Bolzano (BZ) - Italy
Tel. +39 0471 545111
Fax +39 0471 545100
sf@schoenhuberfranchi.com
www.schoenhuberfranchi.com

SIMAS ACQUA SPACE
Architecture projects for WC and similar. Creatività in porcelain bathroom fitting since 1955
Via Falerina Km 3
01033 Civita Castellana (VT) - Italy
Tel. +39 0761 518161
Fax +39 0761 517897
simas@simas.it
www.simas.it

ST RUBINETTERIE
Outstanding design taps and accessories for exclusive bathroom concepts.
Via A. Di Dio, 199
28877 Ornavasso (VB) – Italy
Tel. +39 0323 837158
Fax +39 0323 836133
strubinetterie@strubinetterie.it
www.strubinetterie.it

2B di Bassi 
Electrical equipment industry and home.
Via Campassi, 56
25040 Esine (BS) - Italy
Tel. +39 0364 361122
Fax +39 0364 361605
www.duebassi.it
info@duebassi.it



for further information: 
simone micheli architectural hero s.r.l.

via aretina 197r/199r/201r - 50136 firenze italy
tel. +39 055 691216 fax +39 055 6504498 
staff47@simonemicheli.com (Laura Piccioli)

www.simonemicheli.com
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Simone Micheli is a Professor by contract. He founded the architectural studio with his name in 
1990 and the Design Company “Simone Micheli Architectural Hero” in 2003. His works concern-
ing architecture, contract, interior design, exhibit design, design, graphic and communication 
are strictly linked to the sensorial glorification. He is the curator of some experimental events 
for some of the most qualified international fairs. He shows his projects in the most important 
world-wide architecture and design exhibitions. Several monographies and publications about 
his works are published in the most important international magazines and books. Among his 
most recent works we recall: “San Ranieri Hotel” in Pisa for F.lli Barigliano; “Golfo Gabella Lake 
Resort” in Maccagno (VA) for Sist Group; “NewUrbanFace”, Milano tourist information office 
as a first launch window that anticipates the EXPO 2015; the Atlantic Hotel’s Spa for Boscolo 
Hotels in Nizza; Livigno’s new thermal baths which will become the biggest wellness centre in 
Europe, made for Aquagranda; the architectural and interior restoration with a tourist goal of 
“Borgo Paradiso” in Veddo (VA); the residential and commercial building for Maco in Rivoli (TO); 
the picture gallery for Viareggio Municipality in Viareggio; the “Confort Zone” Hotel in Brescia; 
the “I-Suite Hotel” in Rimini for Holiday Company; the “Park Hotel” in Arezzo; a hotel in Mac-
cagno (VA); the “Campo Imperatore” hotel on the Gran Sasso (AQ); the “Porto Ercole Spa & 
Resort” Hotel in the Argentario; Hi-Tower Hotel in Padova for Celso Fadelli; the Hotel in Milano 
for Boscolo Hotels and the wellness centre inside of hotel in Milano for Boscolo Hotels. For the 
consultation of his works, please visit the web site www.simonemicheli.com


